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Abstract: Functions of automated Production Systems (aPS) can be realized by control software (SW), whose high quality and short development time are, therefore, vital. To achieve both, SW should be modular and, thereby, reusable. Static code analysis can help improve the modularization of existing software, e.g., by automatically analyzing control and information flow. However, manual code reviews are still typically required because planning a SW’s modularization requires a semantic understanding of its functionality. This paper presents an approach to, instead, identify SW functionality automatically and evaluates it with SW from three aPS manufacturers.
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1 Challenges in control software quality assessment

The majority of industrial and consumer products are manufactured or processed by automated Production Systems (aPS) whose functions are primarily and increasingly realized by control software (SW) [1] (Note that “function” in this paper describes any goal-oriented behavior, whereas “functionalities” can be differentiated based on their specific purpose). The SW is typically executed on Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) and implemented according to IEC 61131-3, which defines five (partially graphical) programming languages and so-called Program Organization Units (POU) to structure the SW [2]. Since aPS have lifetimes of up to several decades, companies working in the domain often manage large historically grown codebases, making the maintainability of SW crucial [3]. Combined with Industry 4.0 requirements like the global demand for highly specialized, flexible systems and a short time to market [3], it is essential to compose SW from reusable, well-tested modules (i.e., groups of one or more POUs) fulfilling a specific set of functionalities [4].
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Static code analysis is helpful to improve the modularization of existing SW by decreasing the complexity of modules and improving their clear separation. Common techniques include an assessment of the size of POUs and the control and information flow between them [5–7]. However, current static analysis approaches usually focus on syntactic features without a mechanism of detecting semantics, i.e., the purpose of a piece of code in a larger context. An assignment of functionalities to POUs can express this semantic understanding and assist automation engineers in their decision-making, e.g., by categorizing library POUs to assemble new configurations or by helping to improve the modularity of existing SW [4].

Currently, this semantic understanding requires in-depth manual analyses of a POU’s description (e.g., names or comments) and expected runtime behavior (based on its implementation). The main contribution of this paper is an automatic classification workflow that can successfully assign eleven selected functionality classes to eight industrial SW projects from three German aPS manufacturers working in different domains. Thereby, a semantic understanding of SW functionality is enabled by automatic means to assist developers in improving SW modularity. Modularity improvements can focus on limiting functionalities to specific levels in the call hierarchy, prescribing which functionalities should be fulfilled by distinct POUs, or restricting permissible relations (e.g., only allowing data exchange between selected functionalities).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 derives the requirements for functionality analysis from the boundary conditions in aPS SW development, followed by an investigation of their fulfillment in the state of the art in Section 3. The concept to automatically identify control SW functionality is presented in Section 4 and evaluated in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary and an outlook on future research.

2 Requirements for generating functionality semantics

IEC 61131-3 SW projects are structured into POUs, intended to enable reusing functionality [2]. Thus, companies frequently maintain libraries of POUs from which SW projects are composed. To assess the modularity of SW as a prerequisite for planned reuse, it is, therefore, necessary to assign functionality at the level of individual POUs (R1: POU-level classification).

Industrial SW projects frequently involve hundreds of POUs [6] and are, thus, too large to routinely identify each POU’s functionality manually. Instead, an automatic functionality assignment is required (R2: automation).

To ensure that the concept matches the boundary conditions of aPS development, it must be scalable to the extensive size of industrial SW projects mentioned above. Additionally, industrial SW may be more complex than artificial examples (e.g., additional interlocks to ensure safe operation) and extensive commenting or naming conventions, which may be relevant for static functionality identification. Thus, an evaluation of the concept using industrial SW projects is needed (R3: industrial SW).

POUs are connected by calls, direct (DDE), and indirect data exchange (IDE), which are cumulatively referred to as a SW’s architecture in this paper. Because architecture and modularization are interdependent (e.g., a POU performing much IDE is challenging to isolate as a module), a visualization of POUs as nodes and relationships as edges can aid the analysis and subsequent improvement of a SW’s modularization [7]. As explained above, functionality information is essential to understand existing modularity and should, therefore, also be visualized. Further, the visualization requires means to search and filter the view (R4: visualization).

PLC SW often mixes the languages defined in IEC 61131-3, e.g., the graphical language Ladder Diagram to program interlocks and Structured Text for mathematical operations. Thus, the concept should support graphical and textual IEC 61131-3 languages to support the industrial practice of mixed-language projects (R5: IEC 61131-3).

3 State of the art in control software analysis

State-of-the-art approaches already fulfill the requirements introduced in Section 2 to a varying degree, as summarized in Table 1. If only some sources per column fulfill a requirement, they are listed in the rows.

Research in variability management aims to cope with the variability created by long lifecycles, small lot sizes, and unmanaged reuse approaches. The approaches identify similarities using static metrics computation (i.e., without executing the program) [8] or behavior modeling [9]. There are also attempts to aid companies in transitioning from legacy SW to managed reuse, either based on software product lines (SPL) [10] or the automatic extraction and reuse of variability [11]. For improved variability management, especially if a transition to SPLs is desired [10], SW should be reusable and, thus, modular. As described above, improving modularization requires knowl-
POUs must be easy to maintain, test, and understand to be reused. Static complexity analysis focusing on different types of complexity commonly serves to evaluate these properties [6]. While complexity metrics are well established in computer science, fewer adoptions exist that specifically consider the boundary conditions of aPS, such as the different languages and program structures [12]. Several commercial tools (e.g., EcoStructure Control Engineering – Verification, logi.CAD Static Analysis, Codesys Static Analysis, and TwinCAT 3 PLC Static Analysis) are available to analyze guidelines regarding, e.g., POU complexity or naming conventions, and Prähöfer et al. provide additional techniques to target architectural complexity in a control/data flow analysis [5]. However, all current automated complexity analyses lack semantic awareness, which is necessary to judge whether a POU is “too complex” because certain functionalities inevitably increase the complexity in different categories [6].

In aPS specifications, functional requirements regarding the processing of inputs (e.g., sensor readings) into outputs (e.g., hardware actuation) can be distinguished from extra-functional ones, describing boundary conditions for aPS operation like reliability, performance, efficiency, and safety [13]. For the verification of requirements, specifically regarding restart safety, Kowalewski et al. propose the Arcade.PLLC framework combining static analysis, simulation, and model checking [14]. Similarly, Cha et al. attempt a generalized description language for test cases and automatic checking against a model of PLC SW [15]. Because SW functionality depends on the imposed requirements, improved knowledge of the functionality distribution on POU-level may allow more direct traceability from requirements to the implementation. This enables a more targeted verification of selected implementation sections.

Available descriptions of modularity and architecture in aPS SW comprise case studies of current industry practices [16] and suggestions in guidelines like OMAC/ISA PackML [17]. Fuchs et al. already provide a functionality classification that this paper will extend upon [18], and Neumann et al. describe design patterns (recurring kinds of relationships between multiple POUs) to identify them in a visualization (R4) [7]. However, existing approaches do not attempt completeness (i.e., all analyzed POUs can be categorized) and provide partially overlapping definitions. This paper attempts a functionality classification extended from [18] to describe all encountered descriptions and implementations of functionality unambiguously and automatically (R2), including visualization of the results (R4).

Code analysis via natural language processing (NLP) uses descriptive metadata like source code comments and SW element names. Thereby, automated SW testing [19] and the identification of knowingly accumulated technical debt [20] are pursued. However, no approaches targeting IEC 61131-3 could be found (R5). Because guidelines frequently prescribe naming conventions and commenting, NLP may be helpful for the automatic identification of a POU’s intended functionality (R1, R2, R4) as well as potential deviations (which may be “admitted” in comments as found by Farias et al. [20]).

In summary, the automatic analysis of SW is already commonplace, including evaluations with industry-scale projects. Many research areas specifically focus on the languages of IEC 61131-3, excluding NLP applications. Further, previous work describes functionalities and their relation to architecture. So far, however, no approaches exist to identify POU functionality automatically and, thereby,
Table 2: Overview of the identified functionality classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality class</th>
<th>Mentioned in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Main ($F_{Main}$): Entry point of an application or module. From here, calls extend to subordinate units.</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence Control ($F_{Seq}$): Implementation of the nominal, sequential behavior of the machine [21]. POUs of this functionality correlate with the technical process.</td>
<td>[16–18, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor/Actuator Control ($F_{S/A}$): Control of connected components. POUs of this functionality correlate with the machine's mechanical composition.</td>
<td>[2, 13, 17, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing Operation Modes ($F_{Modes}$): Changing a machine's modes of operation. An example is OMAC/ISA PackML [17], but similar approaches are also valid.</td>
<td>[13, 16, 17, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics ($F_{Diag}$): Identification of errors. Either technical (about single components) or process-related.</td>
<td>[13, 16, 18, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault/Message Propagation ($F_{Msg}$): Distribution of errors identified via Diagnostics.</td>
<td>[13, 16, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication – HMI ($F_{HMI-C}$): Data exchange with human operators via an HMI.</td>
<td>[2, 13, 16–18, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication – Other Modules ($F_{Mod-C}$): Data exchange with conceptually separate parts of the software.</td>
<td>[13, 18, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication – External Sources ($F_{Ext-C}$): Data exchange with computer programs outside of the analyzed SW.</td>
<td>[2, 13, 18, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility ($F_{Util}$): Units created only for better separation of concerns and not to fulfill specific requirements of the automation problem.</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Control ($F_{Saf}$): Control of specialized safety hardware.</td>
<td>[13, 18, 21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

help improve the modularity in large-scale industrial SW projects.

4 Automatic identification of selected functionality classes

To classify functionalities, first, a set of functionality classes to describe the reviewed literature and industrial SW is introduced in Section 4.1. Using these classes, Section 4.2 introduces the concept to identify functionality automatically.

4.1 Selection of functionality classes

Typically, hundreds of POUs (the largest investigated project contains 588 POUs) are needed to fulfill the requirements of aPS by implementing various functionalities, making a manual semantic understanding difficult and time-consuming. Because, in the absence of industry-wide standards, companies develop varying approaches to functionality implementation, it is also challenging for a single manufacturer to determine a suitable granularity of functionality classes. Therefore, an analysis of descriptions and implementations of functionality from multiple heterogeneous sources serves to identify an appropriate abstraction level. The resulting classification of eleven functionality classes is depicted in Table 2 and introduced in the following.

An aPS SW uses tasks that cyclically execute the POUs from which the call structure originates (cf. the main-function in C-like languages). These POUs at the highest call-hierarchy level are classified as Program Main ($F_{Main}$) and typically perform little logic besides calling other POUs. Often, multiple levels of $F_{Main}$ increasingly refine the modularization, e.g., matching the architectural levels of Vogel-Heuser et al. [16]. Analysis of industrial SW reveals that the sequential process logic [21] and hardware control are often implemented distinct from each other, such that, e.g., many processes can reuse one type of actuator’s control. Therefore, the corresponding classes Sequence Control ($F_{Seq}$) and Sensor/Actuator Control ($F_{S/A}$) describe POUs for functional requirements. In addition, there are extensive extra-functional implementation parts [22], which are explained below, subdivided into eight functionalities.

Depending on influences like operator input or fault states, a process controlled by $F_{Seq}$ must adapt its behavior. One possibility to realize this is ISA/OMAC PackML [17], but other approaches are also present in industrial practice. Common to all of them is the need to globally change the current mode (e.g., Automatic or Manual), represented by a functionality Changing Operation Modes ($F_{Modes}$). The related functionality Diagnostics ($F_{Diag}$) describes POUs that continuously monitor the state of the hardware (e.g., an axis is stuck) and technical process (e.g., shortage of material) to trigger a global reaction. To achieve this, additional code propagates fault data from
the point of identification to the POUs responsible for a reaction (often on higher architectural levels [16]), a functionality classified as Fault/Message Propagation (F\textsubscript{Msg}). Besides a change of operation mode, typical reactions include an alarm to operating personnel [16], requiring operators to, in turn, impact the machine’s behavior, both of which is realized via a human-machine interface (HMI) and the corresponding POUs, classified as Communication – HMI (F\textsubscript{HMI-C}). Other types of frequently encountered communication concern either data exchange between logically distinct modules in the same software (Communication – Other Modules; F\textsubscript{Mod-C}) or data exchange with other computer programs like databases or manufacturing execution systems via Communication – External Sources (F\textsubscript{Ext-C}). Furthermore, SW often utilizes auxiliary POUs not tied to one specific aPS function or extra-functional requirement (e.g., data conversions, copy operations, or validity checks) represented by the functionality Utility (F\textsubscript{Util}). Finally, due to the potential hazards of aPS for their environment, specialized hardware like safety doors or light barriers are necessary, whose control is performed by POUs classified as Safety Control (F\textsubscript{Saf}).

4.2 Concept to statically predict the functionality classes

This paper aims to develop a methodology to statically derive a POU’s functionality and, thereby, assist the modularization of existing legacy software. The concept is visualized in Figure 1 and depends on three types of external input data: SW projects from the industrial practice to ensure practically relevant results, existing descriptions of functionality in case studies and guidelines, and regular interviews with experts from the involved companies to refine the concept. On that basis, the functionality classes defined in Section 4.1 serve as a fourth input. The concept relies on a generation of so-called functionality predictors (“predicting” a POU’s functionality based on its characteristics) that is necessary only once when adopting the procedure (grey background in Figure 1). The predictors derive a functionality classification either from the implementation, i.e., the expected runtime behavior, or from natural language descriptions in names and comments. They are created by manually classifying POUs according to the definitions in Table 2 and then identifying correlations between a POU’s functionality and its implementation or descriptive texts. Additionally, the generated predictors’ accuracy (defined as the ratio of POUs whose automatic functionality classification matches the manual classification) allows judging their validity. After generation, the predictors can automatically analyze any SW (blue background in Figure 1). However, it is expected that the SW to classify must adhere to similar design philosophies to produce high accuracy results, e.g., by following the same guidelines as the training data.

To find commonalities in implementations/descriptions (cf. Figure 1), each POU is characterized by 23 properties of its implementation and descriptive texts from six sources,
both selected based on the state of the art introduced in Section 3. Neumann et al. describe a set of design patterns and observe multiple correlations with functionality, including tree-like patterns that emerge at POUs in higher architectural levels and end at so-called (atomic) basic modules [7], which Vogel-Heuser et al. previously observed to correlate with reusable functionalities like controlling connected hardware (FSJA). Similarly, frequently called POUs often perform functionalities for extra-functional requirements, whereas POUs that call many others are found at the FMain level [7]. To analyze such functionality correlations, the numbers of incoming and outgoing edges of every structural type (calls, DDE, IDE) are calculated for every POU, as well as their depth in call and data exchange hierarchies. Further, industrial case studies show that IDE is often used to communicate information from lower to higher levels of the call hierarchy [16], making them potentially beneficial to detect the data exchange functionalities FMain, FHMI-C, FMol-G, and FSJA-C. Similarly, FSJA POUs must likely access variables connected to a PLC’s physical I/O to control the connected hardware. In addition to its structural relationships, a POU’s functionality manifests in different types of complexity (e.g., size, control flow, or data structure), assessed using nine different metrics adapted from Fischer et al. that correlate with POU functionality [6]. Lastly, meta-information like the selected programming language is analyzed, which the IEC 61131-3 standard recommends choosing based on the fulfilled functionality [2].

A POU’s functionality may correlate with its natural language description, because industry standards and company-internal guidelines frequently prescribe naming conventions and extensive commenting. Therefore, every POU’s name, the names of its variables, all containing folders and the application, and all labels and comments included in the implementation are collected. Different case styles are split into separate words (“FB_SafCtrl” into “FB_SafCtrl”), and abbreviations are resolved based on company-specific dictionaries (“Function Block Safety Control”).

Because the functionality prediction, i.e., the generation of a mapping from characteristics to functionality, is a typical classification problem, machine learning (ML) classifiers are trained to solve it. Thereby, input features comprise the POU characteristics (separated into implementation- and description-based ones), and the output is one of eleven functionalities (Table 2). The classifiers are trained using the manually classified POUs, i.e., labeled training data.

A visualization fulfilling R4 serves to make the findings understandable for SW developers. This includes a graph-like display of individual POUs as nodes and their relationships (calls, DDE, IDE) as connecting edges [7]. A node’s fill color denotes the functionality of individual POUs (R1). Additional functions include dragging nodes and panning and zooming the view to focus on subgraphs of interest. Further, because of the large size of aPS SW projects (cf. R2), the graph can be limited to a “slice” (i.e., only POUs that directly impact or are impacted by a selected POU), and POUs can be searched by name after which the view zooms to the corresponding node.

5 Evaluation in machine and plant manufacturing

For evaluation purposes, the presented concept is prototypically implemented as part of the 2D.B-funded project advacode, focusing on PLC SW developed in Siemens Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) V15.1 and V16. Projects are exported as TIA Openness XML and transformed into a SW model containing all relevant data for functionality classification. After generating the characteristics of implementation and description, a previously trained and imported ML classifier (if available) predicts the functionalities of all POUs. Otherwise, the POU data (manual functionality assignment and characteristics) are exported to use in open-source ML frameworks. For implementation-based classification, decision trees are trained in Scikit-learn [23], and the description-based classification uses the Stanford Classifier with Stanford CoreNLP [24]. Since decision trees are human-readable, it is possible to validate the generated prediction rules based on expert knowledge. The visualization as described in Section 4.2 is also included in the prototype and depicted in Figure 2.

Using this prototype, eight industrial example projects are analyzed as described in Figure 1, i.e., functionalities predictors are generated and then evaluated regarding their prediction accuracy, thereby assessing the concept’s validity for automatic functionality prediction. The concept is further evaluated based on expert feedback from the involved companies (Section 5.1), regarding the fulfillment of the requirements introduced in Section 2 (Section 5.2), and by discussing its limitations and threats to its validity (Section 5.3).

Three German aPS manufacturers participate in the evaluation (companies A, B, and C) and contribute eight SW projects from previously manufactured plants (four from company A, two each from companies B and C). In total, 2,544 POUs representing all functionalities in Table 2 are available for analysis (cf. Figure 3). All companies work in manufacturing engineering, controlling discrete and
Figure 2: Graph visualizations generated in the prototype. POUs as nodes, call edges in solid black, IDE edges dashed and green. The bottom image includes functionality information generated based on NLP analysis (cf. Table 2).

Figure 3: Available sample data per company (vertical axis scaled by square root).

A selection of two projects per company (e.g., A1 and A2 from company A) are selected for training and validation and compiled into seven data sets (A – ABC, cf. Table 3). Thereby, e.g., set AB contains POUs from A1, A2, B1, and B2. No set contains the so-called holdout projects A3 and A4. Two classifiers are trained with every set: one using characteristics of a POU’s implementation, the other its description. Thereby, 75% of available POUs serve as training data, 25% for validation. Every classifier’s accuracy is computed regarding the 25% validation POUs and all aPS SW projects. Thus, a check for overfitting is enabled, if a classifier predicts the train projects much more accurately than the validation set.

The classifiers can learn rules applicable to the entire company and not only to the selected projects, as evidenced by the similar accuracies of the holdout projects A3 and A4 compared to A1 and A2. However, the applicability to projects of a company not involved in training (e.g., A1 and A2 for classifiers BC) is minimal, likely because of the varying implementation practices described above. The average recall rate of classifier ABC-Impl regarding all functionalities is 66%, with an average precision of 45%. Classifier ABC-NLP performs with an average recall of 91% and average precision of 92%. The lowest values are measured for ABC-Impl regarding F_{Ext-C} (recall 33% and precision 18%).

The accuracy distribution reveals that the NLP-based classification performs significantly better than the implementation-based one. This relation increases as other companies are added to the input, which only negatively affects the implementation-based accuracy. Closer inspection further reveals that projects A4 and B2 are

Continuous processes in the Automotive, MedTech, and film stretching industries. They exhibit mature development practices producing SW that allows a mostly straightforward manual assignment of one functionality per POU. The companies’ SW developers follow written guidelines and partially work based on templates, automatically generated or assembled from library POUs. The guidelines include specifications about architecture, e.g., regarding the call hierarchy and permissible data exchange. While SW architectures are, thus, similar between projects from the same company, they differ notably between companies. The fact that all companies exhibit an awareness of functionality, reflected in their projects’ modularity, is beneficial to the purpose of this paper, as it offers insight into the industrial practice of functionality implementation. The representation of varying modularity and architecture designs and requirements from multiple industry sectors further increases the validity of the findings.
Table 3: Fourteen classifiers (columns; implementation-based or natural language-based) trained with seven data sets. Prediction accuracies for eight aPS SW projects (rows) in \[%\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation data</th>
<th>Training sets (combined aPS SW projects)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation data</td>
<td>Impl NLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aPS SW projects</td>
<td>A1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- \(\text{Impl} = \text{classifier trained with implementation characteristics}\)
- \(\text{NLP} = \text{classifier trained with natural language characteristics}\)
- \(\text{A*} = \text{training projects from company A}\)
- \(\text{B*} = \text{training projects from company B}\)
- \(\text{C*} = \text{training projects from company C}\)
- \(\text{Accuracy} \in [0, 50] \%\)
- \(\text{Accuracy} \in (50, 75] \%\)
- \(\text{Accuracy} \in (75, 100] \%\)

mostly less predictable than the companies’ other projects. The responsible development leads offered different explanations for this effect. A4 was reportedly created by an inexperienced developer, causing deviations from the guidelines like non-regulated IDE and the “reinvention” of available library POUs. B2, on the other hand, adheres to all guidelines but implements more functions than B1, leading to functionalities that are only present in one sample and, thus, not reliably detected. Both examples demonstrate that the functionality predictors inherently express an interpolation of the correlations between POU characteristics and functionality. Hence, insufficient accuracy means either a project deviates from the learned standard and should be revised (A4), or additional data are needed to train a well-performing classifier (B2).

5.1 Expert feedback

The visualization described in Section 4.2 and depicted in Figure 2 was successfully used in repeated workshops to describe the preliminary functionality classification results. Thereby, experts helped to iteratively refine the functionality classification to reach its current state depicted in Table 2, and the selection of POU characteristics (cf. Section 4.2) was adapted and extended. The validity of the classification results in Table 3 was confirmed, as well as the concept’s merit for the industrial practice. Potential use cases include the application in quality assurance, either to maintain and improve a functionality-oriented architecture and modularization or to detect violations based on the functionality semantics (e.g., a POU having the wrong name or being too complex for its functionality).

Besides its usefulness to SW developers, a visualization including functionality information was also confirmed to aid SW documentation. Potential audiences include new personnel and a company’s upper management, as a SW’s architectural design and its relation to company guidelines can be easily grasped without in-depth code analyses.

Experts criticized the implicit assumption that every POU has exactly one functionality because it is neither always true (e.g., POUs for \(F_{\text{S/A}}\) and \(F_{\text{Seq}}\) often include \(F_{\text{Diag}}\)) nor always desired. Instead, one company explained that they aim to develop more “intelligent” POUs that subsume multiple functionalities to simplify the overall architecture.

5.2 Assessment of the requirements’ fulfillment

Eleven functionality classes are defined and used to fulfill R1 (POU-level classification) by classifying the functionalities found in literature and code reviews. In the preparatory phase (grey background in Figure 1), POUs are classified manually, but the entire remaining procedure is automated to fulfill R2 (automation) – including the parsing of SW projects, extraction of characteristic properties, and training and application of ML classifiers. Further,
R3 (*industrial SW*) is fulfilled by evaluating the concept with eight customer projects from three German aPS manufacturers, thereby ensuring applicability to the industrial practice in different domains. The visualization (cf. Figure 2) comprises structural graphs of calls, DDE, and IDE and information about each POU’s functionality via the color of nodes. Additionally, several means of interaction are included that help to verify the fulfillment of R4 (*visualization*) by explaining and discussing the functionality analysis results with industry experts. The visualization indirectly highlights a lack of modularization, if no POUs are identified for a functionality, and enables the validation of developers’ expectations about functionality distribution. Finally, R5 (*IEC 61131-3*) is only partially fulfilled because the investigated SW projects are implemented in TIA, whose distributor Siemens claims compliance with IEC 61131-3 [25] but deviates in some points. Notably, object-oriented programming is highly beneficial for modular program development [26] but unavailable in TIA. Even so, all graphical and textual languages are supported.

### 5.3 Threats to validity and limitations

The concept presented above is highly dependent on the large-scale analysis of industrial SW projects and, thus, the outcomes rely on the selected data. As assumed in Section 4.2 and confirmed by the results in Table 3, predictors are generally only effective when applied to projects that resemble the training data, e.g., because they were created based on the same guidelines or by the same developers. Thus, companies can only adopt the approach in principle but may have to modify the selection of functionality classes and POU characteristics.

Since the classifiers benefit from data consistency (e.g., use of naming conventions, templates, library POUs, and code generation), it is likely that companies with less mature development practices than described in Section 5 (specifically, consistent implementation of functionality in individual POUs) cannot achieve the high accuracies in Table 3. Similarly, the training of a single classifier for multiple companies shown in the rightmost columns of Table 3 likely benefits from the fact that all involved companies work in manufacturing engineering and, thus, must fulfill similar requirements. Finally, as criticized by practitioners (Section 5.1), it is unlikely that exactly one functionality from Table 2 can be assigned to every POU if companies develop less modularized SW.

### 6 Summary and outlook

This paper proposes a concept to automatically classify aPS SW functionality, thus helping the improvement of legacy code modularization. The presented classification scheme can comprehensively describe functionality in the reviewed literature and eight SW projects from three machine and plant manufacturing companies. All available projects are classified manually and automatically based on characteristics of a POU’s implementation or description, achieving accuracies of up to 96% in the holdout test set (cf. Table 3). However, several shortcomings still exist that future work should address.

An iterative training procedure should replace the large amount of up-front manual classification work to ease the concept’s adoption for aPS manufacturers. Thereby, means to assign multiple functionalities per POU and visualize them are required. Enlargements of the investigated scope are needed to include the functionalities of other industry sectors (cf. Section 5) and different coding and modularization styles (e.g., using object-orientation or more coarse-grained modules). It is also unclear whether a “one-size-fits-all” approach (like the combined classifiers in Table 3) is feasible in this enlarged scope. As the concept’s usefulness to the industrial practice depends strongly on the visualization, additional properties like metric values (size, control flow complexity, data complexity) should be displayed.

Another approach to the concept not explored here is to invert the interpretation of the observed mapping between characteristics and functionality, i.e., to derive generalizations about how functionality is implemented. By analyzing the human-readable decision trees used for implementation classification, trained with a selection of projects that are considered exceptionally well designed, it may be possible to derive best practices about how aPS functionality should be implemented. Thereby, well-modularized POUs can be designed [4] and reused in new SW configurations.
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